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when its cardinal beliefs ceased to be in harmony with secular
beliefs. "

The work is one of the most striking of many illustrations of
a scientist held in bondage by a scientific theory which prevents
him from facing all the facts in the very field in which he under
takes to specialize.

W. O. CARVER.

"The Psychology of Religious Sects," by Henry C. McComas, Ph.n.,
Fleming H.Revell Co. Pp. 235. Price $1.25 net.

Both individual and social psychology are being pressed to
the farthest limit of scientific investigation. Modern research
is throwing much light upon the complexity of human life. Dr,
McComas has made an interesting and valuable contribution to
the psychological aspects of various religious denominations. In
discussing individuality the author avers that since marked dif
ferences appeared in the same family groups in all grades of
natural history, it would be futile and unscientific "to pattern
all thoughts of God, the soul, and duty, after one person's con
ception. " As" composite photography" reveals a typical erim
inal face, a typical bank president, a typical tramp, a typical
lawyer, ete., we may safely assert that there are types of human
nature as well as types of countenance. The basis of differences
in type may be sexual, racial, national, and family, while the two
great classes of influences which produce typic-al variation are
physical and social. The psychological postulate of the author
is thus summarized: "Individuality and types of human nature
give birth to individual differences and types in religion." He
characterizes three types of religious experiences as due in large
measure to personal temperament and educational environment ;
the action types, experiential types, and intellectual types. In
the action type the will is the dominant factor; in the experien
trial, the emotions; and in the intellectual, the reason. Typical
Baptists and typical Methodists are the best illustrations of the
experiential type, the Baptist type being more intellectual, the
Methodist more emotional in religious life. The Presbyterians
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and Unitarians while far apart theologically, belong to the same
group psychologically j namely, the intellectual and unemotional.
It is argued that nature provided in the constitution of man for
certain great types of religious organizations, or churches, but
the multiplication of sects is deplored as a blot on Christianity,
and a barrier to religious efficiency. He mentions several causes
of sect formation,-national eonsiderations ; the ultra-conserva
tive spirit, which faces the past; the decidedly radical leader who
faces the future; political issues, such as the war between the
States. He thinks church polity and Bible doctrine are inferior
factors in the rise of Christian denominations. He sees no suf
ficient reason for multiplicity of denominations among the ne
groes, but thinks they ought to have one great racial ecclesias
tical organization.

Perpetuation of churches that are weak, with no prospects of
growing strongand that are not demanded by the general moral
and religious needs of the community, is deemed unworthy of
intelligent followers of Jesus Christ. Many will wonder how the
decisions of such a body as he recommends in the following sen
tences would be or could be heeded in free America and by a
denomination that has deep and abiding conviction that it holds
vital and distinctive truth needed by all the world: II There is
a crying need for some interdenominational union work to de
cide what denomination should enter into a new field. There is
also a great need for the union of Missionary Societies to weed
out dead churches." He argues for the greatest possible degree
of organic union of sects that belong to the same general type
of religious experience, and cherish the same fundamental sys
tem of doctrine, and for fraternity and general co-operation
among all Christian bodies. He eonsiders the 186 sects reported
in the last religious census to be an anachronism, and out of
keeping with the spirit of the American people. He argues for
a reconciliation of denominational families, in order that they
may be able to live under the same roof, such as the seven
branches of the Adventists, the twelve bodies of Presbyterians,
fifteen kinds of Methodists, sixteen divisions of the Baptists, and
twenty-four different organizations among the Lutherans. He
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gives many valuable statistiool tables drawn from the last relig
ious census. While deploring the waste of spiritual power
through denominational friction, he takes a hopeful view of
modern tendencies. Among the leavening forces of society he
gives high rank to the public school, Sunday School, Young
Peoples' Societies, the rise of the Laymen who demand spiritual
efficiency and fruitage more than church polity and doctrinal
statements. Only 88 a church meets certain natural needs aris
ing from temperamental differences in religious nature can it
claim a right to exist and propagate. Thus man and his needs
as determined by an inductive study are made the center and
source of the genesis of sects. The problem of the denominations
is therefore fundamentally psychological rather than theological.
The author's characterization of typical denominations and typi
cal individuals shows extensive reading and remarkable dis
crimination, and in general a sympathetic appreciation of dif
ferent Christian bodies. Yet it is highly probable that many
well-informed and loyal members of different denominations will
feel that their people have been delineated in a manner slightly
different from the way they have been accustomed to see them,
and yet they cannot fail to identify the snap-shot and profit by
the photograph of their religious family.

BYRON H. DdfENT.

Thinking Black: 22 Year. Without a Break In the Long Gra.. of
Central Africa. By D. Crawford, F. R. G. B. (Konga Vantu). London,
Horean &; SCott, Ltd. New York, Goo. H. Doran Co. Price 78 6d net.

This handsome volume of over 500 pages has a score of pho
tographs, four striking pictures in fuR colors, and a map, while
the jetty cover and frequent scarlet printing within, show tha'
the publishers appreciate the quality of the work they produce.
The public is quick to respond, 80 that ,a second impression has
been called for within a month. The book ought to receive an
equally enthusiastic welcome in America, where still the white
man and the black may beside by side physically, but leagues
apal"t in their thinking. This is what Mr. Crawford writes about,
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